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Letter from the chair

Dear delegates,

 Welcome to BMUN 72’s Third World Liberation Front (TWLF) committee! My name is Vivian 
Kuang (she/her), and I will be your Head Chair for TWLF. A little bit about myself—I am a senior majoring 
in Political Economy and Data Science, born and raised here in the Bay Area. Academically and professionally, 
my passions lie in ending incarceration and policing, Asian American/Ethnic Studies, and the radical power of 
community and community organizing (which is probably not surprising to you considering the content of 
this committee). This will be my fourth year in BMUN, but my first time head chairing, so I am super excit-
ed! Outside of BMUN, I have done a lot of policy work and organizing relating to prisons and jails, including 
currently volunteering for UC Berkeley’s Teach In Prison tutoring program at San Quentin State Prison. I also 
coordinate a community organizing fellowship for the Asian American Political Activation program at Cal, 
help teach the introductory data science course, and compete on the Cal Figure Skating team! In my free time, 
you’ll find me reading, hanging out on Memorial Glade, or going to a concert.

 Coming to Berkeley is one of the best decisions I have, and probably ever will, make, in large part 
because of how I benefited from the multifaceted legacy of the TWLF. For instance, when coming to Berkeley, 
I had no idea what the TWLF was, much less that Ethnic Studies (and more specifically for me, Asian Amer-
ican Studies) was something that I could pursue. Taking these courses was one of the first times I felt truly 
seen in academia, and genuinely felt like my studies were generative and motivating. The TWLF legacy also 
manifests itself in the people I was able to meet and organizations I was able to become involved with here. 
These relationships have deeply shaped me by constantly challenging and expanding my politics, showing me 
the power of community care, and allowing me the opportunity to build community in a politically meaning-
ful way. It is in gratitude to the TWLF, and all the ways it continues to shape myself and other Third World 
students, that this committee was created.

 In this committee, we will delve into the TWLF and its legacy in order to gain a deeper understand-
ing of social movements and the ways in which the past, present, and future of liberation are intertwined. 
We will also challenge how we think about socio-political institutions like the police and the university, and 
reconsider who, and to what ends, they should serve. With this in mind, we encourage you to keep several 
guiding principles in mind in your research process and during committee.

 First, we believe that education should be a collective and participatory process. Just like we hope you 
learn from us, we hope to learn from you! Each of you brings a perspective and experience that no one else 
has, and our goal is to create a learning environment in which you feel comfortable being your authentic self. 
Secondly, we cannot stress enough the importance of working together in committee. MUN is often charac-
terized by how you can leverage the position of your country or character, but here, your individual abilities 
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(although they do matter) are limited in comparison to what is possible when you think and act with others. 
We encourage you to throw traditional notions of MUN power politics out the window! In its place, try to 
develop and practice new ways of engaging with others. Finally, as you will see in this synopsis, the TWLF was 
imbued with a spirit of radical imagination. The strikers had no precedent for what a Third World College or 
a liberated Third World would look like, but they chose to take a leap of faith that it was possible and work 
towards making it a reality anyway. We hope that you adopt the same radical imagination to think outside the 
box, both in committee and in your own lives. 

 I have the privilege of chairing this committee alongside my amazing Co-Chairs: Amber Chen, Mar-
tin Bagadion, Somer Alrai, and Sahba Azarli.

 Hello everyone! My name is Amber Chen (she/they) and I’ll be one of your Vice Chairs this session. 
I’m a third year studying Sociology and Ethnic Studies and this is also my third year in BMUN. For Fall Con-
ference III, I’ll also be the Head Chair of the Occupation of Alcatraz so I hope to see some familiar faces once 
BMUN 72 rolls around! I’m professionally and academically interested in abolition, cultural studies (especially 
in the intersection of queer, gender, and ethnic studies), and educational organizing but I’m truly interested 
in everything social science. Outside of BMUN, I work at UC Berkeley’s Multicultural Community Center 
as a Cross Cultural Student Development intern, engaging in curriculum and pedagogy development, and as 
a research mentee for the Social Sciences Research Pathways, exploring political re-entry and anti-policing in 
San Francisco. Beyond this, I love cooking/baking, Mitski, Pride and Prejudice (2005), and live performances. 
I’m so excited to dive into this fascinating committee topic and work with you all during BMUN 72!

 Hi delegates! My name is Martin Bagadion, my pronouns are he/they, and I am one of the Vice 
Chairs making up this amazing committee this year. At Berkeley, I am a third-year majoring in Political Econ-
omy with a concentration in International Development and minoring in City & Regional Planning. BMUN 
72 will be my second year as a member of Berkeley Model UN, so I am excited to be back and share the space 
with everyone. Regarding some of my academic interests, I find passion in development on the community 
and international scale, new urbanism, equitable urban planning/design, decolonization and its history, multi-
cultural solidarity and activism, and many other subjects in the same vein. I have been a part of organizations 
such as bridges, a multicultural coalition that is part of the twLF’s legacy, as a coordinator for Gender and 
Sexuality Awareness within the Pilipinx Academic Student Services. But, I currently serve as a board member 
for the Pilipinx American Alliance, continuing that excellence of advocating for the Pilipinx community on 
campus. In my personal life, I am an avid explorer of restaurants, love live music (especially EDM and k-pop), 
and a constant romanticizer of life. So excited to explore this topic with all of you!

 Hi everybody! My name is Somer Alrai (she/her) and I’m a first year at Berkeley! I’m hoping to study 
Global Studies interested in the pre law path. This is my first year of BMUN and I’m so excited to see what it 
has to offer. At Berkeley I am also involved in the Political Action committee in the Muslim Student Associa-
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tion as well as the ASUC MEMSSA office. I am most passionate about human rights especially in the inter-
national sphere and want to pursue a career fighting for them, especially as a Palestinian Muslim American! 
Some other things I love are anything Disney, sunsets, exploring cities like SF and more. I am so excited to 
learn and of course teach you all about the ethnic studies movement here on our campus!

 Howdy everyone! My name is Sahba Azarli (he/him) and I’m a fourth year undergrad here at Berkeley 
studying political science and public policy. This is my first year in BMUN so I’m super excited for confer-
ence! I’ve dedicated the majority of my time and energy on the Berkeley campus to combatting sexual violence 
and harrassment (SVSH) as Chair of the ASUC Sexual Violence Commission. Ensuring a safe, dignified space 
for all Bears is of utmost importance to me. Outside of the Berkeley community, I’ve been deeply involved in 
labor organizing, particularly throughout New York state in the fight to end subminimum wage laws one state 
at a time. Other than my academic and professional inclinations, I love to play video games, skate, and chill 
with my cat. I’m beyond excited to meet all of you, and to explore the establishment of ethnic studies here at 
Cal through the eyes of the TWLF! 

 If you have any questions or input, feel free to email us at twlfbmun72@bmun.org! We are so excited 
to engage in this project of learning with you all, and look forward to seeing you in March!

Best,

Vivian Kuang
Head Chair of TWLF
Email: vkuang@bmun.org

mailto:twlfbmun72@bmun.org
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uc Berkeley third world liberation 
front strike of 1969

Topic Background

What and Who is the Third World?

In the contemporary moment, the term “Third 
World” often has negative connotations, connected 
to ideas of a country suffering from impoverishment 
and malnourishment. However, in the context of 
the Third World Liberation Front, this term takes a 
different, more empowering definition. Rather than 
being an actual place, the Third World was a political 
term used to describe a movement of countries across 
Asia, Africa, and Latin America in order to address 
the economic ruin colonialism left them in. The term 
is connected to the Cold War, signaling the disem-
powerment of post-colonial countries in Asia and Af-

rica (Tomlinson 309). Its institutional roots lie in the 
United Nations in 1948, where delegates from across 
the globe advocated for the redistribution of the 
world’s resources, return of labor, and an acknowl-
edgement of the science, technology, and culture that 
colonialism had stolen from them (Prashad xvii). 
The Third World is a set of anti-imperialist ideas that 
unified formally colonized people across the globe to 
fight for their culture and economics.

The people of Asia, Africa, and Latin America who 
were colonized by European countries built the 
Third World, set on ideas of unifying their collective 
struggle across culture and nations (Prashad xvi). One 
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of the reasons the term was adopted was because it 
encapsulated the experience these countries shared, 
especially due to European imperialism (Tomlinson 
311). The Third World spanned across social parties 
and social class, creating a strong cultural and inter-
national nationalism that empowered the movement 
(Prashad xvii). As Americans connected to this term 
in their struggle for racial justice, the idea of who 
the Third World represents has expanded to include 
Asian, African, and Latine immigrants and descen-
dants who are still connected to the economic and so-
cial aftereffects of colonization and white supremacy.

Most essentially, “Third World” is a political term to 
describe a collection of anti-imperialist and anti-rac-
ist ideas that have guided people from Asia, Africa, 
Latin America, and beyond to advocate for their own 
liberation. The stigma around the term is a Eurocen-
tric, capitalist belief that their economic hardship 
and advocacy decreases their value as a country. We 
encourage you, the delegates, to use this term freely 
as long as it is done so correctly, because it is merely a 
descriptor for a vast history of racial justice.

1960s Student Activism and the San 
Francisco State Strike

To understand the TWLF strike at Berkeley, we must 
first examine the legacy of student activism that pre-
ceded it, and the shifts in student consciousness that 
contributed to the strike’s origin. To begin, the 1960s 
was one of the most turbulent decades in modern 
American history and was characterized by extensive 
activism. Some of the most prominent student activ-
ists included anti-war protestors as well as the Stu-
dent Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 
which led impactful sit-ins during the Civil Rights 
Movement. However, towards the end of the 1960s, 
student activism began to take on a more defiant 

and revolutionary color, and young activists began to 
question the ideals of nonviolence, integration, and 
racial liberalism that undergirded the Civil Rights 
Movement (Biondi 13-14). As American society 
supposedly became more equal and students of color 
began to attend predominantly white universities in 
higher numbers, they found themselves experiencing 
racism and pressure to assimilate to the racial major-
ity. Despite their acceptance into these spaces, they 
increasingly began to question and distrust their edu-
cational institutions, as well as political and economic 
systems as a whole (Biondi 20-21).

This new generation of students of color began to 
question how the university could be relevant to 
Black communities and other communities of color. 
As political scientist Charles Hamilton wrote, stu-
dents began to conceive of the university not just as a 
place for “a few black students [to] come and gradu-
ate and move up and out (to the suburbs),” but as a 
place where “new ideas and techniques are developed 
for the political and economic benefit of the total 
black community. In other words, they look up to 
the university, naively or not, as a beginning place for 
social reform or ‘revolution’” (Biondi 22). Seeking 
ideological guidance, students were heavily influ-
enced by Stokely Carmichael and the Black Power 
movement, as well as the work of revolutionaries like 
Frantz Fanon, Karl Marx, and Malcolm X (Biondi 
22-23).

The direct predecessor of the Berkeley TWLF strike 
was the first TWLF strike at San Francisco State 
College (known today as San Francisco State Uni-
versity). San Francisco State was a pioneer for Black 
Studies, beginning to offer Black Studies courses in 
1965 through its Experimental College (Biondi 46). 
These courses were taught by alumni, community 
members, and even students themselves, and Black 
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Studies classes were also offered sporadically in other 
departments (Biondi 48). In 1967, graduate student 
Jimmy Garrett submitted a proposal to the university 
for a Black Studies department. Highlighted in his 
proposal was the involvement and autonomy of Black 
students in their own education (for instance, he pro-
posed that seven out of ten of the board of directors 
be chosen by students), as well as a plan to support 
Black student admissions. University administration 
accepted the proposal, and sociologist Nathan Hare 
was hired to help design the new department. How-
ever, as time went on, Black students became frustrat-
ed with the administration’s bureaucracy and lack of 
urgency to make Black Studies a reality (Biondi 48).

Third World Liberation Front strikers at UC Berkeley in 
1969.

In 1968, Black, Mexican American, and Asian Amer-
ican students at San Francisco State formed the first 
chapter of the Third World Liberation Front, with 
a mission to “challenge institutionalized racism on 
campus” (Biondi 53). Other chapters of the TWLF 
were later founded at universities around the country, 
including at UC Berkeley. However, as the TWLF 

coalesced, the prospects for Black Studies became in-
creasingly bleak. California governor Ronald Reagan 
began to put financial pressure on public universities, 
including cutting funding for the Educational Op-
portunity Program (EOP), which helped students of 
color access higher education. Disheartened by these 
developments, more liberal administrators began to 
leave the university, and new university president 
Robert Smith was extremely hostile towards the de-
velopment of Black Studies (Biondi 53-54).

Hoping to force the university’s hand, the Black 
Student Union launched a student strike on Novem-
ber 6, 1968. Their demands included moving courses 
into an autonomous Black Studies department, more 
open admission for Black students, and rehiring and 
hiring more Black professors (Biondi 56). Two days 
after the strike began, the TWLF endorsed it and 
added their own demands, including a push for a 
School of Ethnic Studies. The strike became a cam-
pus-wide shutdown and lasted for five months, with 
over 800 people arrested throughout its duration 
(Biondi 57-58). While Black students and students 
of color were at the forefront of the movement, the 
strike was also supported by many liberal and radical 
white students, many of whom were arrested during 
the strike too (Biondi 60-61).

A BSU leader rallying students at San Francisco State 
College in December 1968.
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On November 26, President Smith resigned and was 
replaced by Governor Reagan with S.I. Hayakawa, a 
Japanese American professor who sought to “crush 
the strike.” On December 3, known as “Bloody 
Tuesday,” Hayakawa declared a state of emergency, 
suspended civil liberties on campus, and sent in hun-
dreds of police, leading to days of extensive violent 
clashes between police and strikers in which strikers 
and even non-participating bystanders were beaten 
(Biondi 62-63). 

Police standing in front of the library on December 3 
(“Bloody Tuesday”), 1968.

However, as time went on, the TWLF found it 
difficult to maintain the coalition and morale began 
to decline, particularly as the administration became 
more open to some of the strike demands. The over-
whelming majority of strike leaders were also wanted 
for arrest or otherwise intimidated into staying off 
campus. After negotiations, the administration and 
the strikers reached a settlement on March 20, 1969. 
In the settlement, the administration agreed to create 
a School of Ethnic Studies (later renamed to the Col-
lege of Ethnic Studies and including Chicano, Asian 
American, and Native American Studies) as well as 
a Department of Black Studies. They also agreed to 
take steps to increase student of color enrollment and 

reduce police presence on campus. Most ordinary 
strikers received amnesty under the settlement, but 
all of the BSU and TWLF leaders were ultimately 
arrested at least once during the strike, and many 
served jail time (Biondi 72-73). Despite the settle-
ment of the strike, Hayakawa was extremely hostile 
towards the new school in its early years—firing 
professors, resisting the development of the depart-
ment, and intimidating students (Biondi 74). The 
Black Studies department in particular experienced 
conflict between students and administrators on 
whether students or faculty should have control over 
the department, and what direction it should go in: 
a more traditional form of education, or revolution 
(Biondi 76).

Ultimately, the San Francisco State TWLF was not 
able to achieve the full extent of their demands, such 
as freedom from administrative control and student 
self-determination. Nathan Hare, who tried but 
failed to regain his job at the university, ultimately 
described most Black Studies departments as “pol-
ka-dot studies”—too traditional, and not aligned 
with the struggles and experiences of Black com-
munities (Biondi 77). However, there is still broad 
acknowledgement of what the strike did accomplish, 
and the standard it set that institutions of higher 
education should serve the needs of students of color 
(Biondi 78). It is also important to acknowledge that 
while the TWLF worked as a coalition to sustain the 
strike, Black students were the first to mobilize and 
laid the groundwork for student action. 

Origins of the UC Berkeley Strike

Amidst this climate of student organizing around 
the country, students of color at UC Berkeley began 
to organize to address racism on their own campus. 
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These efforts were in large part a natural development 
of the isolation they felt due to low levels of enroll-
ment for students of color. For instance, in 1966, 
combined Black, Chicanx, and Native American stu-
dent enrollment was only 1.5% of the entire student 
body (Dong 7). “You had to do something,” striker 
Estella Quintanilla said. “We were on the lookout for 
each other.” She and other Latine students were able 
to talk to each other and organize at commonly visit-
ed locations like the financial aid office and the EOP 
office (Serrano, “Estella Quintanilla”). In another 
example, in January 1968, LaNada War Jack became 
the first Native American to attend UC Berkeley; as 
she recruited more Native American students into the 
university, they created the Native American Student 
Union (War Jack). Brought together by a need for 
support networks for students of color, as well as a 
desire to act against injustice, student organizations 
began to coalesce that would become the basis of 
action during the 1969 strike.

The Struggle for Black Studies

The Berkeley TWLF strike had similar origins as its 
San Francisco State predecessor: a struggle for Black 
Studies. In April 1968, the Afro-American Student 
Union (AASU) at Berkeley submitted a proposal for 
the creation of a Black Studies program, with the 
intention for it to eventually evolve into an auton-
omous department (“Third World Liberation Front 
Strike 1969 pamphlet”). The emerging revolutionary 
sentiment of student strikers mentioned above is 
evident throughout the AASU’s proposal. “Hence-
forth,” the proposal states, “our education must speak 
to the needs of our community and our people. We 
can no longer prostitute our minds to the vain and 
irrelevant intellectual pursuits of western society 
while our community lies in ruin and our people are 

threatened with concentration camps. This would 
amount to intellectual shuffling and we are deter-
mined to shuffle no more.” They also emphasized 
that the white, Eurocentric viewpoint of the univer-
sity limited its ability to serve its students and society 
as a whole, writing, “Lily-white student bodies have 
been taught by lily-white teachers from a lily-white, 
middle class perspective. The product of this union 
has been, and continues to be, scholars who view the 
world from a unidimensional perspective … Only by 
including that which has been systematically exclud-
ed—the Black experience—can the University begin 
to adequately address itself to and prepare its students 
for living in the world as it is, and work to change it 
to what it should be” (“Black studies proposal”). 

The AASU’s proposal outlined their vision for a 
Black Studies program and eventual Department of 
Afro-American Studies. It is important to note the 
rigor and development of the AASU’s demands—
the students did not just say what they wanted, but 
put forward a concrete plan to implement it. For 
instance, the AASU outlined a budget and adminis-
trative structure for the department, composed of a 
Black Studies Coordinator and support staff ranging 
from administrative assistants to a Student Affairs 
officer. They proposed a list of suggested Black Stud-
ies courses in disciplines such as anthropology, art, 
criminology, education, and sociology, as well as a 
“student profile” outlining the four-year trajectory for 
a typical Black Studies student, including field work 
and a dissertation. In line with the community focus 
of their demands, they also outlined mechanisms 
such as community-based programs and partner-
ships in which students would both learn from and 
contribute to the community. Finally, beyond the 
structure of the program itself, the AASU’s proposal 
included a framework for recruiting and admitting 
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students to Black Studies (“Black studies proposal”). 

In August 1968, Dr. Andrew Billingsley was appoint-
ed to develop a plan for the department and submit-
ted it for university review. In December, the Execu-
tive Committee of the College of Letters & Sciences 
met to discuss Billingsley’s proposal; however, their 
revisions omitted several key points, including stu-
dent and community involvement and a field work 
requirement. These changes were made unilaterally, 
as the AASU and Billingsley were excluded from all 
Executive Committee meetings and decisions (“Third 
World Liberation Front Strike 1969 pamphlet”). On 
January 13, 1969, Chancellor Roger Heyns and the 
University of California Regents approved the cre-
ation of a Black Studies program, but with no Black 
student or staff membership on the implementing 
committee. Faced with this significant curtailment 
of their proposal, the AASU rejected the proposal 
(Gilmore and Nham).

Forming the Third World Liberation Front 
(TWLF)

On January 19, 1969, the AASU officially joined 
with the Mexican American Student Confedera-
tion (MASC) and Asian American Political Alliance 
(AAPA) to form the Berkeley chapter of the Third 
World Liberation Front (“Third World Liberation 
Front Strike 1969 pamphlet”). The Native American 
Student Union (NASU) would also later join after 
LaNada War Jack was asked to join by the MASC 
(War Jack). The formation of the TWLF came amidst 
the frustrations these groups faced when negotiating 
with the administration alone; the TWLF began to 
discuss the need for collective action and possibly a 
strike (“Third World Liberation Front Strike 1969 
pamphlet”).

Four TWLF leaders, one from each represented group in 
the coalition, march down Bancroft Way. From left to 
right: Charles Brown (AASU), Ysidro Macias, (MASC) 
LaNada War Jack (NASU), and Stan Kadani (AAPA).

The TWLF constitution outlined the purpose of 
the organization—including discussing the need for 
Third World unity, studying and engaging with the 
Third World and Third World peoples, and working 
towards solutions to uplift “economic and political 
self-sufficiency of the Third World community.” It 
also set out a loose structure for the organization and 
governing of the coalition, in which the officers were 
composed of the chairperson of each sub-organiza-
tion and the members were composed of any student 
that “identifies, contributes to and lives up to the 
standards of the Third World.” Additionally, the con-
stitution is almost entirely based on the AASU con-
stitution; the document is a photocopy of the AASU 
constitution, but with “Black” and “African American 
Student Union” replaced with “Third World Libera-
tion Front,” and other edits made with pen (“Third 
World Liberation Front Constitution”).

Zooming in on the inner workings of one of the 
organizations within the TWLF, AAPA members 
outlined their vision for their organization in a 
document called “Understanding of AAPA.” AAPA 
underscored two main principles: first, it sought to 
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redefine leadership as “effective action whether that 
action is work, writing, speaking, talking to friends 
or plain secretarial labor. What is important is getting 
things done.” This emphasized an organizational style 
in which everyone could be a leader in their own way, 
rather than a top-down structure in which the most 
charismatic or dominant personality gave orders to 
everyone else. Secondly, and relatedly, AAPA empha-
sized the importance of democracy and involving 
as many people as possible in the decision-making 
process of the group, depending on the situation. 
Following these principles, AAPA was based on a 
“sliding structure,” composed of “us groups” of five 

to six people that worked together on tasks and were 
sustained by personal relationships, trust, and affinity 
between its members. However, there was still an ele-
ment of centralization with AAPA, such as a spokes-
person to serve as a consistent “communicational 
cog,” as well as a central “us group” to coordinate 
work amongst the other groups and oversee recruit-
ment and publicity (“Understanding of AAPA”). In 
your research, consider how the structure, rules, and 
purpose of the TWLF and its sub-organizations in-
fluenced the effectiveness of their work, as well as the 
dynamics within their memberships. In hindsight, is 
there anything you would change?

Richard Aoki (AAPA), Charles Brown (AASU), and Manuel Del-
gado (MASC) with their hands together in solidarity.
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Our committee begins on January 20, 1969, right on 
the cusp of the strike. For simplicity, assume that all 
four sub-organizations (the AASU, AAPA, MASC, 
and NASU) have already joined the TWLF. Gen-
erally, committee procedure will be a combination 
of standard BMUN procedure and crisis procedure. 
Similar to crisis committees, committee will default 
to a perpetual moderated caucus with one minute 
speaking times, where the dais will continuously call 
on delegates to speak, rather than using motions for 
specific moderated caucuses. You may motion for 
unmoderated caucuses to discuss with other delegates 
and work on deliverables (see below for more infor-
mation on deliverables), as well as formal caucuses 
and voting blocs to present and vote on deliverables 
(these will operate according to standard BMUN 
procedure). A full explanation of the procedures of 
committee is available in our Procedure Guide.

The first deliverable the committee will be tasked to 
create is an amended version of the original TWLF 
constitution. Feel free to make whatever amendments 
you feel are necessary to create a solid decision-mak-
ing structure and set of values for committee; specifi-
cally, you should consider what requirements should 
be set for deliverables, such as the number of spon-
sors/signatories and what vote margin it needs to pass 
(i.e. majority, supermajority, agreement by a certain 
number of sub-organizations, etc.). The structure you 
create in the constitution will determine the rules for 

the rest of committee. Next, you will begin the strike 
by debating, writing, and voting on the TWLF’s 
strike demands, as well as its first communique to 
strike participants.

As the strike unfolds, committee will alternate 
between the dais providing crisis updates and the 
TWLF responding by debating, writing, and voting 
on deliverables. Deliverables can be thought of as 
similar to directives in a crisis committee or resolu-
tions in a standard BMUN committee. There will be 
two kinds of deliverables in this committee: commu-
niques (see this example), which are directed towards 
participants in the strike, and press releases, which 
are directed towards the general public and university 
administration. These deliverables can convey an ac-
tion the TWLF announces it will take or an action it 
directs strikers to take. They may also include general 
statements by the TWLF that are not explicit actions, 
such as guidance to strikers, responding to statements 
by the administration, or stating the coalition’s values 
and opinions.

Note that all the information provided from this 
point on in the synopsis is based on how the strike 
happened in actuality. This is to provide proper his-
torical context, inspiration, and guidelines for what 
actions are feasible. However, events may unfold dif-
ferently in committee depending on the deliverables 
that are passed.

current situation & committee procedure

https://calisphere.org/item/d256c05a-efb1-451e-8dbd-ea29752f9e39/
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the uc berkeley twlf strike of1969

Strike Demands

For reference, these are the five demands released by 
the TWLF upon the outset of the strike (“TWLF 
Demands”).
1. For the university to allocate funds for a Third 

World College by the Fall 1969 semester, with  
four departments: Asian Studies, Black Studies, 
Chicano Studies, and Native American Studies.

2. For more Third World People to occupy posi-
tions in the university, including faculty, ad-
ministration (such as deans, admissions office, 
counselors, and chancellors), campus staff, and 
the University of California Regents.

3. A list of specific immediate demands:
• For the university to provide admission, 

financial aid, and academic assistance to all 
prospective Third World applicants to the 
university.

• On January 27, the TWLF clari-

fied that this demand would apply 
to “any Third World student with 
potential to learn and contribute 
as assessed by Third World people” 
(“Third World Liberation Front 
Strike 1969 pamphlet”).

• The creation of 30 work study positions for 
students to work in community initiatives in 
San Francisco’s Chinatown and Manilatown, 
and 10 counselors for EOP.

• The creation of at least 30 work study po-
sitions for students to work at the AASU’s 
Tutorial Project at Berkeley High School.

• Permanent status and funding for the Center 
of Chicano Studies.

4. For Third World programs to be administered 
and controlled by Third World people, from 
funding to implementation.

5. For no disciplinary action to be taken against 
participating strikers.

A mass ralley at Sather Gate. 
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Manuel Delgado (MASC) leading a rally through 
Sather Gate.

Strike Timeline

All dates take place in 1969.

January 22:
• First day of the strike. The TWLF begins by 

establishing educational pickets, in which groups 
of strikers hand out leaflets to passersby at major 
sites on campus in order to spread awareness of 
the strike’s demands and garner broader support 
(Gilmore and Nham).

• In the nighttime, a fire destroys Wheeler Audito-
rium. The TWLF quickly disavows any involve-
ment with the fire and tests fail to show any sign 
of arson, but the administration implies that the 
TWLF endorsed or sponsored the fire (Dong 
14-15).

• The Associated Students of the University of 
California Senate (ASUC Senate), UC Berke-
ley’s student government body, votes against a 
resolution endorsing the strike by a vote of 6-9-5. 
Of the five abstentions, three were Third World 
ASUC senators and one was a white allied sena-
tor, who abstained in protest. In a statement, the 

abstaining senators explained that they viewed 
the Senate as hypocritical and did not want to 
give it the “credit” of supporting the strike when 
the resolution did so in words only. “We … are 
fully committed to supporting the TWLF strike, 
not only in words, but in action,” they said 
(“ASUC Response”).

• Note: one day prior, on January 21, allied white 
students formed a Strike Support Committee in 
support of the TWLF (“Third World Liberation 
Front Strike 1969 pamphlet”). Support Com-
mittee meetings were attended by many white 
radical left students and were important forums 
for white allies to carry out decisions made by 
the TWLF (Dong 12).

Pickets on Sproul Plaza.

January 27:
• AFT Local 1570, the graduate student Teaching 

Assistant (TA) union, narrowly votes against 
going on strike to support the TWLF. An over-
whelming majority of Third World faculty and 
administration announce support for the strike 
(“Third World Liberation Front Strike 1969 
pamphlet”).

• January 28:
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• Police are called onto campus in relation to the 
strike for the first time, with over 100 police 
deployed to find students who were allegedly 
disrupting class (“Third World Liberation Front 
Strike 1969 pamphlet”).

January 29:
• Police try to break up TWLF pickets. Strikers be-

gin their tactic of conducting serpentine marches 
around campus (“Third World Liberation Front 
Strike 1969 pamphlet”). This tactic was adopted 
to circumvent Chancellor Heyns’ restrictions on 
students of color congregating together, as strik-
ers operated in small, mobile groups marching 
around campus (Serrano, “Victoria Wong”).

Strikers using serpentine march tactics.

January 30:
• First two arrests of the strike are made, and the 

university states that disciplinary action will be 
taken against strikers who violate campus guide-
lines.

• ASUC Senate passes a resolution to support the 
strike, with a vote of 12-3 (“Third World Libera-
tion Front Strike 1969 pamphlet”).

February 3:
• The Academic Senate (UC Berkeley’s faculty 

governing body) passes a resolution condemn-
ing “disruptive and violent tactics” and urges 
students and faculty to cooperate with adminis-
tration to create a department of Black Studies 
(“Third World Liberation Front Strike 1969 
pamphlet”).

February 4:
• The TWLF begins to escalate their tactics, sealing 

off Sather Gate with shoulder-to-shoulder pickets 
(Dong 15). As officers try to arrest strikers, a 
scuffle breaks out—20 people are arrested and 20 
people are injured (Gilmore and Nham).

February 5:
• Chancellor Heyns and the police ask Governor 

Reagan to declare a “state of emergency” to allow 
for heightened law enforcement presence on 
campus (“Chancellor Heyns to Campus Com-
munity”).

February 8:
• Chancellor Heyns and the TWLF Progress Com-

mittee, set up by the TWLF to negotiate with 
the administration, reach a tentative agreement 
on a committee to oversee the implementation of 
the strike demands, but the agreement falls apart 
(“Third World Liberation Front Strike 1969 
pamphlet”).

February 13:
• Police arrest 17 TAs participating in a peaceful 

picket demonstration (Mountain).
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• Police beat several students in the basement of 
Sproul Hall. Rumors begin to spread and are 
confirmed a week later (Armistead 172-173).

February 18:
• In the aftermath of the arrests on February 13, 

AFT Local 1570 (the TA union) votes to go on 
strike in solidarity with the TWLF, resulting in 
the disruption of classes from the teaching side 
in addition to the student side (“Third World 
Liberation Front Strike 1969 pamphlet”).

• AASU striker Jim Nabors is arrested and beaten 
by police (Armistead 173).

AFT Local 1570 on strike.

February 19:
• Further violent clashes between strikers and 

police lead to 24 more arrests, with three to four 
thousand students watching (Armistead 173).

• The Daily Cal, UC Berkeley’s official student 
newspaper, endorses the strike. Prior to this 
point, the Daily Cal had been supportive of the 
goals of the strike, but critical of the TWLF’s 
tactics. In an editorial piece titled “The Horror,” 
the Daily Cal’s editorial board wrote, “We urge 

you join the strike for the Third World demands 
and an end to police on campus. We urge you 
support the right of peaceful picketing and the 
right to walk across campus and emerge alive. 
The reign of terror can no longer be endured” 
(Davidson).

February 20:
• Over 300 strikers and 300 police clash in “cam-

pus guerrilla warfare” including tear gas used 
on strikers, rocks thrown at police, and strikers 
turning over police vans (Davidson).

• Governor Reagan puts the National Guard on 
alert (“Third World Liberation Front Strike 1969 
pamphlet”).

• An emergency AAPA meeting is held to discuss 
how to handle the escalating violence of the 
strike. AAPA votes 20-7 to “cool it” and the 
TWLF leadership also takes a majority vote con-
curring (Dong 19).

Campus covered in clouds of tear gas.

February 21:
• TWLF members give the directive to strikers for 

no violence to occur, saying, “don’t give Rea-
gan an excuse to call out the [National] guard” 
(Dong 19). 4,000 strikers participate in a non-
violent demonstration outside University Hall 
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while Governor Reagan and the UC Regents 
meet inside (Armistead 174).

February 26:
• The police “brutal[ly] arrest” MASC strikers 

Manuel Delgado and Ysidro Macias and beat 
them to the point of unconsciousness (“Third 
World Liberation Front Strike 1969 pamphlet”).

• Chancellor Heyns breaks off negotiations with 
the TWLF, citing violence from the strikers 
(“Third World Liberation Front Strike 1969 
pamphlet”).

February 27:
• The National Guard comes onto campus for 

the first time. More tear gas is used on strikers 
(“Third World Liberation Front Strike 1969 
pamphlet”).

March 2:
• AFSCME Local 1695 (the union representing 

UC Berkeley’s clerical, technical, and service em-
ployees) votes to go on strike in solidarity with 
AFT (“Third World Liberation Front Strike 1969 
pamphlet”).

March 3:
• At this point, 150 arrests have been made related 

to the strike. A third of the arrests are for felony 
charges, some with possible sentences of up to 15 
years (“Third World Liberation Front Strike 1969 
pamphlet”).

March 4:
• The Academic Senate votes to establish a Depart-

ment of Ethnic Studies (Lembke). The TWLF 
continues negotiations with Chancellor Heyns 
and the administration, as this vote does not 
meet their demand for self-determination in 
Third World programs (no student involvement 
is planned for the implementing committee of 
the department), and community involvement 
in the department is also excluded (“Third World 
Liberation Front Strike 1969 pamphlet”).

March 10:
• The TWLF negotiates with Chancellor Heyns 

in hopes of creating a 5-person committee to 
head the newly approved Department of Ethnic 
Studies, composed of a chair and four division 
heads (one each for Black, Asian, Chicano, and 
Native American Studies). The TWLF frames 
this as a key condition that could lead to a strike 
moratorium, in which the strike would be on 
pause while the TWLF would work with the ad-
ministration to form the department. However, 
negotiations do not lead anywhere (Israeli).

March 14:
• The TWLF announces a moratorium on the 

strike until the start of the next academic quar-
ter (“Third World Liberation Front Strike 1969 
pamphlet”).
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Key Components of the Strike

Self-Determination, Not Paternalism

Arguably the most crucial component of the TWLF’s 
demands and vision for the university was self-de-
termination: the ability for Third World students to 
have agency and ownership over their own education. 
With respect to self-determination, the university’s 
stance throughout the strike was that similar to other 
academic programs at the university, the administra-
tion should maintain control over any form of Third 
World Studies. While they were open to students 
playing a role, they only envisioned it as an advisory 
role in which students would not be able to mean-
ingfully influence decisions concerning the program. 
This was reflected in the proposal approved by the 
Academic Senate on March 4, after 10 weeks of strik-
ing, in which Third World student and community 
involvement was excluded from the implementation 
of the department. The strikers were strongly op-
posed to this lack of self-determination for a variety 
of reasons. First, on principle, “We don’t need to be 
told what to think or how to do it,” a TWLF pam-
phlet stated. “We are capable of determining on our 
own what kind of education we want and need. We 
must have the right to determine our own destiny.” 
Beyond that, the strikers emphasized that considering 
the racism that students of color had experienced in 
all parts of the university, it could not be trusted to 
administer Third World Studies in good faith and 
in a way that aligned with the needs and desires of 
students of color. Finally, the TWLF saw a deep con-
nection between their struggle for self-determination 
in education and the international struggle of Third 
World peoples against colonialism and imperialism 
during this time (“Third World Liberation Front 
Strike 1969 pamphlet”). Just as all countries should 
have freedom from colonization and political, eco-

nomic, and social control, the TWLF believed that 
they deserved the right to determine their own path 
in the university.

A TWLF logo used on TWLF pins, emphasizing its 
values of self-determination.

Connecting the Campus and Community

The second key tenet of the TWLF’s vision for Third 
World Studies was that it should bridge the gap 
between UC Berkeley’s campus and the surrounding 
community. This desire was grounded in what the 
TWLF called “academic colonialism”: a dynamic in 
which communities of color were made into “exper-
imental laboratories” to be studied by white social 
scientists who had the privilege of “distant objectiv-
ity” and a lack of understanding of structural racism 
and inequality. The TWLF argued that for students 
of color in this system of academic colonialism, at-
tainment of higher education “directs their interests, 
commitment and identity away from their commu-
nities of origin—a world destined by the system to 
remain one of dishwashers, fruit-pickers and laundry 
workers that cry out for the leadership and direction 
of its progeny” (“Proposal for a Third World Col-
lege”).
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With this context in mind, the TWLF proposed 
a Third World College with the “primary goals … 
to produce students having knowledge, expertise, 
understanding, commitment and desire to identify 
and present solutions to problems in their respective 
communities … In this respect the Third World 
College will be significantly more community-orient-
ed and community-based than is the case with other 
academic structures to be found on this campus” 
(“Proposal for a Third World College”).

This commitment to community was evident in 
many ways. For instance, TWLF strike demand 
#3 explicitly called for more work study positions 
and institutional support for student initiatives 
throughout the Bay Area, such as tutoring students 
at Berkeley High School, working in San Francisco 
Chinatown community programs, and organizing 
with the International Hotel anti-eviction struggle 
in San Francisco Manilatown. It was also built into 
the TWLF’s proposals for their vision of Third World 
Studies. The MASC’s Chicano Studies Proposal, for 
example, emphasized that the major should “devel-
op students’ abilities to serve their communities” 
and allow for opportunities for field work, directed 
research, and other forms of learning outside of the 
classroom. Their proposal envisioned that a student 
could “be on campus for the fall quarter, then go to 
the Central Valley for the winter quarter, return to 
campus for the spring quarter, then to the barrios 
for the summer” (“Chicano Studies proposal”). This 
connection also extended the other way, as TWLF 
also envisioned bringing community members and 
experts to campus to enrich Third World students’ 
education (“Chicano Studies proposal”).

 

Harvey Dong (AAPA) founded Everybody’s Bookstore, 
the country’s first Asian American bookstore, in the 
basement of the International Hotel, which was a 
crucial source of low-income housing in San Francisco’s 
Manilatown. Later, he would found Eastwind Books on 
University Avenue in Berkeley.

Evidently, the TWLF hoped to redefine the university 
for students of color as not just a place to study ab-
stract concepts or a job training factory, but a schol-
arly training ground for them to become agents of 
change in their communities. Indeed, many TWLF 
strikers went on to become notable community 
organizers, activists, and academics, and numerous 
Bay Area community community organizations and 
movements have their roots in the TWLF.

The Role of Police and Violence

Finally, a discussion of the strike would be incom-
plete without an analysis of the role of police. The 
10 weeks of the strike were marked by mass police 
presence, tear gas, riot police, beatings, and hundreds 
of arrests and injuries; the National Guard was even 
deployed onto campus by the state. To date, the 
strike marked the largest deployment of law enforce-
ment in Berkeley’s history, with over 1,600 officers 
across over 20 law enforcement agencies present on 

https://www.ihotel-sf.org/
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or near campus (Dong 19-20). In hopes of repressing 
the strike, the police inflicted very visceral and phys-
ical consequences on participants. This strategy did 
not come as a surprise to the TWLF, however. “The 
police are not strange to Third World People,” the 
TWLF wrote. “They have come to represent, from 
countless personal experiences, the meaning of Third 
World status. In many cases these representatives 
have been the only link between the established pow-
ers that are responsible for the direct suffering that 
is meted out by their uniformed agents” (“TWLF 
Solidarity 1969”). From their prior experiences living 
in overpoliced communities of color, they recognized 
the role of police as liaisons of the government in 
enforcing the criminalization of people of color.

The university and law enforcement officials justified 
the presence and actions of police in the name of 
responding to violent strikers. For instance, Heyns 
decried the strikers as “packs of vandals” perpetrating 
disorder and violence (“Chancellor Heyns to Aca-
demic Senate”). However, the TWLF objected to this 
claim, putting blame for the strike’s escalation to vio-
lence on the heavy-handed tactics of the police. “Do 

not put the responsibility of violence and frustration 
on the TWLF,” they said in a TWLF newspaper arti-
cle. “Only those with real power can frustrate; those 
without it are the frustrated” (“What Do ‘You People’ 
Want?...”). Indeed, as noted in the Strike Timeline, 
the TWLF made efforts to deescalate tensions even as 
the law enforcement presence on campus ballooned.

Notably, however, the TWLF thought deeply about 
the value of their strike tactics, and was extremely 
intentional about the disruption it caused and the 
violence that occurred in its course. In comparison 
to prior movements like the mainstream Civil Rights 
Movement, which preached nonviolence even in the 
face of brutality, the TWLF questioned the dichot-
omy between nonviolent and violent resistance. 
“The TWLF does not speak of violence because as a 
platform we reject violence,” it wrote. “However the 
TWLF embraces struggle. We recognize that struggle 
may manifest itself in many manners from commu-
nity organizing to self-defense” (“TWLF Solidarity 
1969”). Engaging in this struggle through a dis-
ruptive and at times violent strike was precisely the 
TWLF’s intention, since their moral, logical appeals 
to the administration had been exhausted. “Clearly, 
the only language that Chancellor Heyns and the Re-
gents understand is that of power,” they wrote. “Our 
only power is the power of numbers. The strike is 
one way of demonstrating that power” (“Third World 
Liberation Front Strike 1969 pamphlet”). Rather 
than assuming that social movements could only 
achieve a moral high ground through nonviolence, 
the TWLF recognized the complex circumstances it 
was experiencing, and left the door open for violence 
and self-defense as one of many tools at its disposal in 
the broader picture of the strike.

Interestingly, the violence of the strike ultimately 
worked against the administration, as the sheer bru-
tality enacted on the strikers led to broader support 
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of the TWLF. As noted in the timeline above, other 
organizations on campus (such as the AFT teaching 
assistant union, the Daily Cal newspaper, and the 
ASUC Senate) were initially reluctant to endorse 
the strike, despite their general support of students 
of color. However, after the escalation of police 
violence, they threw their support behind the strike 
and condemned the actions of the police. In another 
example, graduate student Fred Armistead conducted 
a small survey of 142 non-strikers on Sproul Plaza to 
gauge their reaction to the police presence on cam-
pus on February 19 and 20, amidst the height of the 
strike’s violence (Armistead 174-175). When asked if 
the police presence on campus had influenced their 
opinions on the strike, 33% fell into the category of 
“police off campus”, in which students believed that 
police were aggravating a situation they should not be 
involved in to begin with (Armistead 176). 21% were 
categorized as “increased support for the strikers with 
increased hostility towards the police”, although these 
responses were still generally characterized by a nega-
tive response to police violence rather than increased 
support for the TWLF’s demands themselves (Armi-
stead 177-178). These dynamics raise the complicat-
ed question of why these more mainstream groups 
only began to explicitly support the strike in response 
to police violence, and not simply on the basis of the 
demands and actions of the TWLF itself—as if the 
TWLF’s revolutionary nature had to be justified by 
the very visible violence enacted by the police, rather 
than the less visible, but still pervasive, harm inflicted 
by racist educational institutions.

Just like self-determination and community engage
ment were key parts of the strike, violence was a 
critical throughline during the struggle for a Third 
World College, continually reshaping the relation-
ships between the TWLF, administration, police, and 
broader campus community.

Negotiating with the University

The TWLF made several efforts throughout the 
course of the strike to engage in dialogue with the 
university. At the beginning of the strike, the TWLF 
asked Chancellor Heyns to call a campus-wide con-
vocation to discuss the strike, but he refused. “The 
Administration seems to fear public discussion with 
our leaders,” the TWLF noted in one of its newspa-
pers. The TWLF also set up a TWLF Progress Com-
mittee to negotiate with the administration (“What 
Do ‘You People’ Want?...”). However, the university 
often engaged in evasive tactics; for instance, claim-
ing at times that Chancellor Heyns had been meet-
ing with students when the TWLF had received no 
invitation to speak (“TWLF Communique #8”). 
When they did meet for negotiations, such as after 
the Academic Senate vote, the university often dis-
regarded key TWLF demands and principles such as 
self-determination. 
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The cover of a TWLF newspaper, depicting Chancellor Heyns’ per-
ception of the four student groups involved in the TWLF.
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Chancellor Heyns outlined his objections to the 
TWLF’s demands in a March 4 address to the Aca-
demic Senate. Firstly, Heyns opposed the idea of stu-
dents in Third World Studies having more autonomy 
than other academic programs and departments, ar-
guing that curriculum and hiring decisions should be 
left up to faculty, traditional review mechanisms, and 
ultimately, his power as chancellor. Notably, through-
out the address, Heyns referred to any potential 
Third World Studies field as a “unit” of the university, 
demonstrating his fundamental resistance to the no-
tion of an autonomous Third World College. Heyns 
was also strongly opposed to community involvement 
in the program, arguing that allowing an academic 
program to “becom[e] an instrument of community 
action” would politicize the university (“Chancellor 
Heyns to Academic Senate”). Finally, Heyns decried 
the strike as counterproductive, violent, and vandal-
ous, which he presented as a barrier preventing him 
from negotiating meaningfully—despite the role of 
police in the violence of the strike. Much of Heyns’ 
rhetoric framed his opposition to the strike’s demands 
as opposition to such demands for any field of study, 
and as a defense of the traditional mechanisms of 
bureaucracy and checks and balances in a university. 
By masking his fundamental opposition to the goals 
of the strike as a defense of the university in general, 
he could plausibly avoid accusations of overt rac-
ism—despite the TWLF pointing out past precedent 
for creating an autonomous department to eventually 
evolve into a college (in the creation of Department 
of City and Regional Planning, which eventually be-
came the College of Environmental Design) (“What 
Do ‘You People’ Want?...”).

Overall, the TWLF found negotiating with Heyns 
and the administration extremely frustrating; rather 
than engaging with the strikers on issues like self-de-
termination and racism on campus in a meaningful 

way, their notion of what was possible was con-
strained by an unwillingness to work and think out-
side traditional means, as well paternalistic attitudes 
towards the strikers. The TWLF acknowledged that 
there were liberal faculty and administration who 
seemed sympathetic to their cause and the idea of 
Third World Studies. However, despite this gener-
al value alignment, because they were constrained 
by their jobs and university bureaucracy, they were 
ultimately seen as enemies of the strike. “They are 
trapped into a position of defending a position they 
do not believe in, simply because their employment is 
dependent upon their ability to uphold the positions 
that their tradition-bound racist employers hold,” the 
TWLF wrote in their newspaper. “As a result … there 
is no open talk and there is no objective reason-
ing going on at the University. It is clear that these 
liberals are our enemies, and it is also clear that in a 
struggle for one’s human rights the fight is to freedom 
or death” (“What Do ‘You People’ Want?...”). 

Aftermath of the Strike

In the aftermath of the Academic Senate’s vote to es-
tablish a Department of Ethnic Studies, mobilization 
for the strike began to waver, especially with finals for 
the academic quarter approaching and the TWLF’s 
demands partially met (Israeli). After the TWLF 
called the moratorium and the next quarter began, 
the strike itself never regained its original visibility 
and mobilization. Indeed, even during the 10 weeks 
of the strike, its momentum ebbed and flowed sig-
nificantly. Journalist Jeff Gerth described “picket lines 
of 50 on one day, 1,500 on another … mass meetings 
of 50 one day, 500 another.” As to why participation 
in the strike was so variable, Gerth noted that UC 
Berkeley was generally “a training ground for middle 
class kids who are assured niches in the professional 
world.” Compared to the strike at San Francisco 
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State, which was carried out by an older and most-
ly working-class group of student strikers with a 
stronger sense of their political framework, “Berkeley 
failed to find such solid political footing … Although 
the Berkeley student body … is more left-leaning 
than most, and easily enflamed, it has generally been 
apathetic or cynical about struggle” (Gerth). While a 
subset of Berkeley students in the TWLF had com-
mitted themselves to a protracted political struggle, 
the broader student body ultimately did not make 
the same commitment.

The Department of Ethnic Studies faced numer-
ous challenges in its early years. For instance, in its 
own words, the Asian American Studies program 
was “struggling to survive” by 1971 (“Asian Studies 
Program Study”). In its first year of existence alone, it 
underwent three types of organization, ranging from 
a program coordinator advised by an equal num-
ber of faculty and students, to a Graduate Student 
Council, to an Executive Council of undergraduate 
students. Each form of organization lasted for just 
several months before a struggle for control triggered 
a reorganization of the program, indicating the extent 
to which there was a “diffusion of goal consensus” 
within the program. The disagreements about the 
direction of Asian American Studies reflected many 
of the debates that occurred during the strike, such 
as whether the program should be more campus-ori-
ented or community-oriented, and whether trying to 
build it into a full-fledged department was worth the 
struggles and limitations of operating within a racist 
university. The Asian American Studies Program also 
lacked the space and resources to attract full-time 
and/or tenured faculty; this reliance on part-time and 
non-tenured staff led to instability in curriculum and 
a sense of isolation from the broader campus com-
munity. “It is indeed a minor miracle,” the program 
wrote, “that the Division has survived its first year” 
(“Asian Studies Program Study”). 

An Asian American Studies course listing for the Spring 
1971 quarter.

The Native American Studies Program underwent 
similar struggles. Dr. Jack Forbes, who was origi-
nally tapped to direct the program, stepped down 
after coming to the belief that “working within UC 
Berkeley would be limiting and confining,” choosing 
Lehman Brightman to fill his role instead. Although 
Brightman was a favored choice by many, TWLF 
students were concerned that Forbes and university 
officials did not incorporate student input into the 
decision—a trend that continued as the program 
continued to develop. Indeed, the university ulti-
mately appointed many “mainstream” and conven-
tionally educated faculty to teach Native American 
Studies classes who “had recently ‘discovered’ their 
alleged Indian identities” (War Jack).
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Beyond depriving the emerging department of 
resources and adequate faculty, the university also 
employed a divide and conquer strategy with respect 
to Black Studies. Of all the programs within the 
Department of Ethnic Studies, Black Studies was the 
most developed, with 30 course offerings in 1970 
(outnumbering the other three programs combined) 
(Taylor 260). However, in 1971, Ron Lewis, the 
Black Studies Program coordinator, was fired and 
replaced with Bill Banks. Not only was this decision 
unilaterally made by administration, echoing the 
issues faced by other programs, but Banks’ vision for 
Black Studies was extremely unpopular (“Keep Black 
Studies in Ethnic Studies! Flyer”). “We don’t need 
any more courses based on political rap,” Banks said 
of the Black Studies curriculum. Instead, he hoped 
to revamp the curriculum, hire mainstream tenured 
faculty, and most problematically, move Black Studies 
into its own department within the College of Letters 
& Sciences (Taylor 260). This severing of Black Stud-
ies would be a massive setback for the eventual goal 
of a unified, autonomous Third World College, and 

was opposed by the Native American, Chicano, and 
Asian American Studies programs (as well as many 
Black faculty and students) (“Keep Black Studies in 
Ethnic Studies! Flyer”).

In protest of the proposal, the AASU boycotted the 
Black Studies Program, with enrollment dropping 
from 421 students in Fall 1971 to 93 in Fall 1972. 
The AASU and allied groups also mobilized over 
215 students, faculty, and community members in 
June 1972 to attend a meeting to protest the move, 
submitting over 600 signatures in opposition (Taylor 
260). However, despite community efforts, Banks’ 
proposal to create a separate Department of African 
American Studies was approved in 1974 (“Keep 
Black Studies in Ethnic Studies! Flyer”). In the same 
year, the Academic Senate removed funding for com-
munity engagement components from Ethnic Studies 
programs (Dong 21). To this day, the department 
exists separately, and the TWLF’s vision of a Third 
World College remains unrealized.

Gender and the Strike

As was the case with many social movements of this 
time, the strike leadership was overwhelmingly male, 
with LaNada War Jack being the only female member 
of the highest ranks of TWLF leadership. War Jack 
was a prominent and well-respected leader within the 
TWLF, voting on major decisions, discussing strategy 
with other strike leaders, and marching on the picket 
line (Serrano, “LaNada War Jack”). However, beyond 

the highest level of strike leadership, women were still 
crucial members and contributors to the strike effort. 
Clementina Duron, a MASC striker, described her 
role in the strike as a “foot soldier”, describing how 
she picked up flyers and posters for the picket line in 
the early morning hours and participated in edu-
cational pickets on campus (Serrano, “Clementina 
Duron”). Female strikers described their participation 
in the movement as a fun, liberating experience, in 
which they felt (in the words of AAPA co-founder 

The strike in perspective
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Victoria Wong) “freedom we have never felt before.” 
Further, despite the struggles of the strike, Wong de-
scribed it as “colorful … full of laughter, music, art, 
[and] magical moments of joyful and intense struggle 
and collaboration” (Serrano, “Victoria Wong”). Strik-
ers described building friendships in the movement 
that last to this day.

 

Clementina Duron (right) protesting during the strike.

While War Jack was one of few women in strike lead-
ership, she still felt respected and valued by her peers. 
“Fortunately, I did not have to fight for power or to 
express my voice since the male leadership generally 
respected me and wanted to hear my perspective,” 
she wrote. “Although male privilege was evident in 
certain spaces, the men treated me courteously and 
acted respectfully” (War Jack). While there were male 
strikers with large egos (“Interview” 19:30-19:52), 
War Jack’s sentiment was echoed by others such as 
MASC striker Lea Ybarra, who said that any male 
chauvinism was countered by women’s evident con-
tributions to the strike. “From day one … We were 
in leadership roles, we were involved in the planning 
meetings, strikes and demonstrations” (Serrano, “Lea 
Ybarra”). However despite this baseline of respect, 

female strikers’ gender undoubtedly did impact their 
experience. For instance, while MASC striker Estella 
Quintanilla’s father supported her involvement in 
the strike, he was concerned about her physical safety 
and asked the MASC to keep her mostly working in 
the MASC office, rather than engaging in “heavy-du-
ty activism.” Quintanilla managed the office and 
took messages, and occasionally overheard discus-
sions from male MASC leadership about the strike 
(Serrano, “Estella Quintanilla”). War Jack was also a 
single mother at the time of the strike, and while this 
did not prevent her from being a strike leader, she 
had to arrange for a babysitter for her son while she 
engaged with TWLF organizing (Serrano, “LaNada 
War Jack”). 

Despite the barriers that female strikers faced, they 
made invaluable contributions to the strike. After 
leaving Berkeley, they went on to lead social move-
ments, found community organizations, and be some 
of the first women of color in their graduate school 
and PhD fields, blazing a trail for future generations 
of women of color.

TWLF strikers Clementina Duron, Maria Ramirez, 
Nina Genera, Lea Ybarra, LaNada War Jack, Estella 
Quintanilla, and Victoria Wong reconvening in 2020 
on Zoom to discuss their experience as matriarchs of the 
TWLF.
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The TWLF Legacy

1989 UC American Cultures Requirement 

One of the most distinct legacies of the TWLF strike 
for UC Berkeley students is the American Cultures 
(AC) requirement, where undergraduate students 
across the entire campus are required to take a course 
that covers the history, society, culture, and race/eth-
nicity of African Americans, Indigenous Americans, 
Asian Americans, Chicano Americans, and European 
Americans. The courses span across disciplines, from 
Linguistics to Theater, Dance, and Performance 
Studies, all engaging in comparative frameworks to 
explore American culture. The foundation for the AC 
requirement began in the 1960s, where the student 
body rapidly diversified and the 1968 TWLF strike 
brought to the academy’s attention the need for a 
more diverse curriculum to match the new student 
population (“Introduction to the American Cultures 
Requirement” 3:53-5:18). In 1986, anti-Apartheid 
sentiment was swelling in UC Berkeley, inspiring the 
students to advocate for an Ethnic Studies require-
ment (“Introduction to the American Cultures 
Requirement” 5:19-6:03). Three years later, the UC 
Berkeley Academic Senate would instead pass the AC 
requirement and the program was developed by 1991 
(“Introduction to the American Cultures Require-
ment” 6:39-7:38). Although it is not as powerful or 
autonomous as a Third World College or as particular 
as an Ethnic Studies requirement, the AC require-
ment continues to be a distinct, important mark on 
Berkeley’s curriculum that encourages all students to 
engage in critical race-conscious scholarship through 
multiple disciplines.

1999 Berkeley twLF Strike

The fight for an Ethnic Studies education at Berkeley 

continued three decades later with the 1999 Berkeley 
twLF Strike (“On Strike: Ethnic Studies 1969-1999” 
0:00-6:00). Organized under the same banner of 
the twLF, with the ‘tw’ being lowercase to represent 
the marginalization of people from the Third World, 
students mobilized for a similar cause to the 1969 
protests—the Ethnic Studies Department that was 
established from the original strike was facing drastic 
budget and staff cuts at the end of the millennium 
(Luna 84). The 1969 protests left a historical impact 
in educational equity, but unfortunately, students 
were still not being taken seriously by the adminis-
tration. These cuts to resources were coupled with 
the anti-immigrant sentiments of the 1990s where 
propositions such as Proposition 209 and Proposition 
187 created barriers for many students of color to 
learn critically about their own communities. 

An twLF informational pamphlet mobilizing students 
for the 1999 strike.
 
Campus mobilization spanned multiple years 
amongst the political actions made by low-income, 
first-generation students of color, including walkouts, 
teach-ins, building takeovers, and protests (“On 
Strike: Ethnic Studies 1969-1999” 7:40-19:00). 
Again, these actions were met with a violent police 
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response. As more students began to back the fight 
for Ethnic Studies Department, twLF 1999 leaders 
formulated the demands for the department: to hire 
new tenure track faculty, establish a research center, 
develop a multicultural center, and amnesty for pro-
testing students that were faced with police brutality 
and unfair arrests. The administration continued 
to ignore these demands until the catalyzing twLF 
Hunger Strike occurred on campus, where for five 
days, students starved themselves on campus to show 
the importance of this cause. Still, violent arrests 
occurred the last day and solidified to the public 
that the administration was against the fight for the 
Ethnic Studies Department.

The tents of the hunger strikers outside California Hall, 
1999.
 
With community pressure, negotiations finally 
ensued, which were met with less difficulty than 
imagined. However, amnesty for protesting students 
was never granted or discussed, despite the rest of the 
demands agreed to by the chancellor (“On Strike: 
Ethnic Studies 1969-1999” 20:34-31:56). The inabil-
ity for the administration to meet all of the demands 
from the 1999 twLF even after the historic 1969 
strike shows the continued need for students of color 
to mobilize together for educational equity, even to 
this day. 

bridges

bridges is a multicultural coalition of seven recruit-
ment and retention centers (RRCs) that all focus 
on bringing in and providing resources to first-gen-
eration, low-income students of color at Berkeley. 
bridges, italicized and lowercase when written, is 
represented this way as the coalition does not believe 
in a hierarchy and is always moving forward. The co-
alition was founded in 1997 as a politically motivated 
response to Proposition 209, banning affirmative 
action in California, as well as Special Policies 1 and 
2, which were specific restrictions to the University 
of California system (Veiga 4-10). As race was phased 
out of college admissions, access to higher educa-
tion for Black, Latine, Native American, and Asian 
students was severely stunted as these communities 
faced systemic barriers to accessing higher education. 
To avoid being punished for outreaching to specific 
communities of color amidst the banning of affirma-
tive action, the existing RRCs mobilized as one to 
engage in multiethnic outreach to form the bridges 
coalition. The first multiethnic outreach event was 
bridges Senior Weekend. 

With that same revolutionary spirit of twLF strikes, 
the bridges coalition held the 2001 Senior Weekend 
strike, where the coalition refused to hold the event 
to show the importance of their work in recruiting 
underrepresented students of color (Veiga 11). That 
year, there was a dramatic drop in enrollment of 
students of color, proving the importance of race in 
higher education and the work done by the coalition. 
As a result, the UC Regents repealed Special Poli-
cies 1 and 2, but Proposition 209 continued to bar 
communities of color to a better education. Political 
mobilization of bridges didn’t stop there—the 2016 
#Fight4Spaces Campaign sparked political actions 
such as study-ins, occupations, and mobilization 
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to secure a safer and permanent space for bridges 
to continue their work in recruiting and retaining 
communities of color (Veiga 15-16). The multicul-
tural collaboration, solidarity, political mobilization, 

and consistent struggle against the administration 
seen in bridges mirrors the legacy of the Third World 
Liberation Front in many ways. 

Ethnic Studies Today and Beyond

Ethnic Studies at UC Berkeley Today

Today, UC Berkeley houses the Ethnic Studies 
Department in the College of Letters & Science. It 
includes Chicano Studies, Asian American and Asian 
Diaspora Studies, Native American Studies, and 
Comparative Ethnic Studies, while the Department 
of African American Studies is separate but housed 
in the same college. Although the strike distinctly 
advocated for the creation of a Third World College, 

the demand has not been met, alongside the desire 
for educational autonomy and administrative con-
trol (“twLF Negotiation Notes”). Arguably, it is not 
aligned with the intent of the TWLF strike, which 
was to create student self-determination, create 
community, and remove hierarchy in the academy. 
Because it continues to be subjected to the confines 
of a department rather than a college, Ethnic Stud-
ies as a discipline continues to have a connection to 
institutional systems that may be the antithesis of the 
movement’s revolutionary ideology.

ethnic studies today and beyond

Ethnic Studies students at a rally commemorating the 50th anni-
versary of the TWLF strike in 2019.
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However, Ethnic Studies, even in the face of limited 
funding and visibility, continues to be a respected 
part of UC Berkeley’s academic work. UC Berkeley’s 
Ethnic Studies PhD Program was the first of its kind 
in 1984 and remains one of the most renowned Eth-
nic Studies graduate programs in the nation. Espe-
cially as Ethnic Studies has become more integrated 
into education as a whole, the sector remains an 
important site of radical scholarship and racial liber-
ation. As a new discipline that has historically been 
led by young people of color, Ethnic Studies at UC 
Berkeley and beyond has become an exciting subject 
on the forefront of the next wave of academia.

New Visions of Revolutionary Education

As we are left to grapple with the legacy and un-
finished business of the Berkeley TWLF strike, the 
question of what exactly Third World Studies and a 
revolutionary education entails remains up for de-
bate. One scholar who has attempted to answer this 
question is Gary Okihiro. In his 2016 book Third 
World Studies: Theorizing Liberation. In Theorizing 
Liberation, Okihiro aims to introduce the disci-
pline of Third World Studies, which “never existed 
because it was extinguished at birth” when Ethnic 
Studies became a traditional academic department 
at San Francisco State and UC Berkeley (1). He 
begins by tracing the development of Ethnic Studies 
throughout the time, starting with pre-1968 “Chi-
cago ethnic studies,” which studied how people of 
diverse cultures and ethnicities could assimilate into 
the American nation state but did not recognize the 
systemic impact of race (10). Following the TWLF 
strikes, “post-1968 Ethnic Studies” emerged and is 
what persists today in Ethnic Studies departments at 
UC Berkeley and elsewhere. This iteration of Ethnic 
Studies is characterized by racial formation theory, 
which “contends that race is persistent, central, and 

irreducible within US history and society” (10). Post-
1968 Ethnic Studies generally focuses on how racial 
categories are socially constructed, and subsequently 
lead to systemic racial inequality in the United States. 
However, Okihiro critiques post-1968 Ethnic Studies 
as a nebulous discipline without well-defined theories 
and methodologies. He in part attributes this to a 
mistranslation of the TWLF’s emphasis on self-deter-
mination into the “identity politics and intellectual 
segregation” of Black, Asian American, Chicano, and 
Native American Studies into separate disciplines that 
is present today. He believes that these disciplines 
should engage in dialogue with each other rather 
than “each group speaking for and about itself ” (2).

So, what precisely is Third World Studies, then? 
Okihiro outlines four main points of his vision for 
the field:

First, he highlights that the TWLF, and thus Third 
World Studies, is rooted in anti-colonialism, anti-im-
perialism, and anti-capitalism (36). Studying and 
understanding the struggle for self-determination by 
people of color worldwide is a crucial part of Third 
World Studies in the United States.

Second, Okihiro proposes “social formation theory” 
as a guiding framework for Third World Studies (as 
opposed to racial formation theory). Broadly, social 
formation theory studies how power organizes soci-
eties, and how social structures such as race, gender, 
sexuality, class, and nationality create social categories 
that uplift some and oppress others (1-2). He empha-
sizes that social formation theory is not synonymous 
with intersectionality: a now-mainstream idea that 
discussions of privilege and oppression should how 
different identities intersect (for example, how some-
one’s experience as a Black person is not just influ-
enced by their race, but their gender as well). Rather, 
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social formation theory not only takes into account 
intersecting social identities, but also considers how 
certain identities can expand and contract over time 
depending on the context, leading to intersections, 
conflicts, and accommodations that intersectional-
ity may not account for. For instance, distinctions 
of race and gender can diminish in favor of work-
ing-class consciousness when workers are on strike 
for better wages and working conditions (144-145). 
“Third World studies is about society and the human 
condition broadly … the forms and movements of 
society, its structures, relations, and changes over 
time,” Okihiro argues, “The social formation [theory] 
demands a complexity in our thinking and action to 
engage and resist the forces that oppress us all” (1-2).

Third, Okihiro discusses Third World Studies’ 
“daunting if not possible task of dismantling the 
master’s house while speaking in the language and 
ideology of the master and ruling class” (119). For 
instance, Black, Brown, Red, or Yellow Power is a 
concept created in opposition to “White Power,” but 
it was termed in reaction to white supremacy and is 
thus “accordingly limited by its model” (3). Okihiro 
argues that while a liberatory education does involve 
“a dismantling of the master’s house with his tools” 
(122), in order to achieve liberation, new forms 
of thinking, speaking, and acting must be created 
that are not “not of the master’s creation” (122). He 
provides social formation theory as an example, but 
leaves space for other new forms of discourse and 
ideology.

Finally, Okihiro critically examines what role educa-
tion plays in social justice and liberation work. He 
argues that “education can colonize, but it can also 

liberate” (94). For instance, many Indigenous people 
were forced into schools that were intended to “civi-
lize” and Christianize them by wiping out Indigenous 
traditions and modes of thinking (95). In contrast, 
the TWLF advances a new vision of education that 
uplifts Third World peoples and resists oppression. 
However, similar to the TWLF’s emphasis on making 
a university education relevant to communities of 
color, he warns that education is a means to an end, 
not the end itself (106). Glenn Omatsu concurs, 
writing that the bedrock of Ethnic Studies is its com-
munity-based nature of knowledge, and “its special 
approach to knowing about the world and changing 
it while simultaneously changing ourselves” (196).

Developing a concrete understanding of Third World 
Studies (or Ethnic Studies, or some other name yet to 
be created) is crucial as Ethnic Studies departments 
at UC Berkeley and around the country continue 
to navigate the complex waters of their institutions. 
Omatsu describes the competing forces at play in 
Ethnic Studies departments that, on one hand, must 
resist attempts to be assimilated into mainstream 
academic practices, but on the other hand, must 
“continuously challenge the institution and, even 
more important, create projects that concretely show 
others what our alternative vision stands for” (172-
173). Developing a robust intellectual understanding 
of this field and its role in the broader social world is 
not only an ongoing task, but a necessary one, if we 
are to continue onwards towards liberation. While 
the seeds of Third World Studies were sown over 50 
years ago by the TWLF at UC Berkeley, the fate of 
revolutionary education is yet to be determined, and 
is for the students and scholars of the future to shape.
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Questions to Consider

1. What are the ideological and historical influences of the TWLF and how did it impact 
the decisions and demands of the strikers?

2. What was the significance of building solidarity across ethnic and racial identities 
within the TWLF, as well as with groups outside of it? What challenges did strikers run 
into in this process?

3. UC Berkeley was one of the first schools in the nation to create a Department of 
Ethnic Studies. What ripple effects did the TWLF strike have on other universities and 
educational institutions?

4. In your personal opinion, what should the future of revolutionary education for Third 
World peoples look like, whether it be “Ethnic Studies,” “Third World Studies,” or some-
thing of your own invention?

5. What is a social issue that you are passionate about and why? How does the TWLF 
strike affect your views on this issue and your relationship with it as a potential agent of 
change?
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In addition to the sources cited in the bibliography, here are some additional resources that may assist you in 
your research!

150W: Matriarchs of the Third World Liberation Front at UC Berkeley. Interview footage and profiles of the 
featured female strikers, created by Jacquelyn Serrano.

AAPA Oral History Project

Berkeley Revolution Project’s Third World Liberation Front archive

History of Ethnic Studies Reader, created by Professor Ling-Chi Wang

Power of the People Won’t Stop: Legacy of the TWLF at UC Berkeley, edited by Professor Harvey Dong and 
Janie Chen

The Third World Liberation Front and the Origins of Ethnic Studies and African American Studies, library 
guide curated by Sine Hwang Jensen

TWLF Materials. Includes photos, newspapers, audio, and other archival materials, digitized and provided by 
UC Berkeley Asian American and Comparative Ethnic Studies Librarian Sine Hwang Jensen

TWLF Strike Collection on Calisphere

additional resources

https://calisphere.org/collections/27807/
https://jacquelynserrano.wixsite.com/150wethnicstudies
https://calisphere.org/collections/27312/
https://revolution.berkeley.edu/projects/twlf/
https://berkeley.app.box.com/s/1b9v1gv8i27xkus8ifdkg6bny2u4ju05/file/747827389915
https://www.asiabookcenter.com/store/p2376/Power_of_the_People_Won%27t_Stop%3A_Legacy_of_the_TWLF_at_UC_Berkeley.html
https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/twlf
https://berkeley.app.box.com/s/1b9v1gv8i27xkus8ifdkg6bny2u4ju05/folder/127268196862?page=1
https://calisphere.org/collections/28042/?q=&sort=a
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character profiles

In these profiles, you may notice that information about strikers is limited and that some strikers have more 
information available than others. This reflects the lack of documentation of people’s stories when they are not 
larger-than-life figures with institutional political and social power, and that certain strikers became more well-
known public figures and/or participated more in TWLF archival initiatives in the decades after. The strikers 
listed below already stand out in terms of notability relative to the many others whose names are not repre-
sented in the public archival history of the strike. As you develop an understanding of who you are represent-
ing in committee, we suggest that you focus less on trying to find out all the exact beliefs or motivations they 
held (as this is likely not available in the public record for most of the strikers) and instead use the information 
that is available about them to construct your interpretation of how their life experiences and social position 
may have influenced their perspective and politics. Many strikers’ profiles also include information about what 
they went on to do later in life, which will likely assist you in this process. 

We encourage you to do your own investigation into your character, as the profile may not cover everything 
(and in some cases, there are some very interesting critiques of what the strikers would go on to do later in 
life). Finally, we encourage you to read all the profiles in order to understand the connections between the 
strikers; you will notice that some strikers grew up together, worked together after the strike, became lifelong 
friends, and even married each other!

Richard Aoki: 
Richard Aoki is an AAPA and TWLF leader. Born in San Leandro, California, he and his family were in-
terned at the Japanese concentration camp in Topaz, Utah during World War II. After the war, Aoki grew up 
in predominantly Black West Oakland. He briefly served in the military and enrolled in Merritt Community 
College in Oakland upon his discharge. At Merritt, he met future Black Panther Party founders Bobby Seale 
and Huey Newton, eventually becoming a founding member and field marshal for the Party. In 1966, he 
transferred to UC Berkeley to study sociology. Aoki’s past experiences deeply informed his approach to AAPA, 
which he was a co-founder of; he emphasized his belief in Asian American solidarity with other people of col-
or and prioritized self-determination with respect to political, economic, and social institutions. Aoki would 
go on to become a community college instructor, administrator, and counselor. (Source 1, 2)

Harvey Dong: 
Harvey Dong is an AAPA member. Dong, who grew up in Sacramento, California, came from a military 
family. When first arriving at UC Berkeley, he joined the ROTC, but soon quit in favor of participating in 
anti-war activism and other student organizing. After the strike, Dong was active in Asian American commu-
nity struggles such as the fight to prevent evictions at the International Hotel in San Francisco’s Manilatown. 
He also founded the first Asian American bookstore in the U.S., known as Everybody’s Bookstore, and later 

https://www.thoughtco.com/asian-american-black-panther-richard-aoki-2834877
https://churlsgonewild.wordpress.com/tag/jean-quan/
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came to co-own Eastwind Books (an Asian American bookstore in Berkeley). Dong returned to UC Berkeley 
in 1994 to complete a PhD in Ethnic Studies and teaches Ethnic Studies and Asian American Studies courses 
at Berkeley to this day. (Source 1, 2).

Jeff Leong: 
Jeff Leong is an AAPA and TWLF leader. Raised throughout Southern California and the Bay Area, Leong 
enrolled at UC Berkeley but struggled academically due to his lack of engagement with the “Eurocentric tra-
ditions” of Berkeley’s academics. He withdrew from the university briefly in 1968, pursuing music and nearly 
being drafted into the military despite his anti-war beliefs. Upon returning to Berkeley in the fall of 1968, he 
joined AAPA and represented AAPA in the televised reading of the TWLF strike demands on the strike’s first 
day. After the strike, he would go on to complete his degree in Asian American Studies and became a teacher, 
public health administrator, attorney, and independent scholar. (Source)

Floyd Huen: 
Floyd Huen is an AAPA and TWLF leader. In addition to AAPA, Huen was also part of the Chinese Student 
Club and the ASUC student government. Huen wrote of AAPA as a means for Asian American students at 
Berkeley who were “tired of being labeled ‘oriental’ and ‘meek and passive’” to organize and develop their own 
political identity. After earning his degree in sociology, he would go on to become a doctor, community health 
advocate, and activist, as well as marry fellow striker Jean Quan. (Source 1, 2, 3)

Jean Quan: 
Jean Quan is an AAPA member. While Quan was raised in Livermore, California, she spent significant 
amounts of time growing up with relatives living in San Francisco and Oakland, as her mother ran a restau-
rant alone after her father’s death when Quan was very young. Quan entered UC Berkeley in 1967 and was 
involved in numerous student organizing efforts, ranging from organizing with farmworkers to the TWLF. 
After graduating and marrying fellow striker Floyd Huen, she continued to be involved with public health and 
patient advocacy, and eventually served on Oakland’s school board and city council. She served as the mayor 
of Oakland from 2011 to 2015, and was its first female and first Asian American mayor (Source).

Victoria Wong: 
Victoria (Vicci) Wong is an AAPA leader. Raised in a farmworker family in Salinas, California (and grow-
ing up alongside fellow striker Lillian Fabros), she worked in the fields as young as age 11. She came to UC 
Berkeley in 1966 and co-founded AAPA, which she described as a way to connect the very few Asian students 
at Berkeley together in a socio-politically meaningful way. After the strike, Wong went on to become a com-
munity organizer, activist, and artist. Wong was heavily involved with immigrant rights, labor organizing, and 
progressive cultural work such as founding May 4th Singers, the first Asian American anti-imperialist cultural 
group (among numerous other radical community arts and publishing groups). (Source)

https://aaads.berkeley.edu/harvey-dong/
https://www.lib.berkeley.edu/about/news/TWLF-50
https://go.gale.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA619214406&sid=googleScholar&v=2.1&it=r&linkaccess=abs&issn=15551881&p=AONE&sw=w&userGroupName=nysl_oweb&isGeoAuthType=true&aty=geo
https://www.linkedin.com/in/floyd-huen-94aa1323/
http://aam1968.blogspot.com/2008_01_16_archive.html
https://www.aasc.ucla.edu/aascpress/tocs/movement.aspx
https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/Becoming-mayor-after-years-of-fighting-authority-2479776.php
https://jacquelynserrano.wixsite.com/150wethnicstudies/post/victoria-wong
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Lillian Fabros: 
Lillian Fabros is an AAPA member. Raised in Salinas, California (growing up alongside fellow striker Victoria 
Wong) and the daughter of two farmworkers, Fabros grew up working in the fields. She came to Berkeley as 
an “escape” from Salinas, but also credited her upbringing with showing her the importance of bottom-up or-
ganizing. At Berkeley, Fabros was involved with radical organizing initiatives ranging from anti-war protests to 
farmworker organizing to the Free Huey movement to joining AAPA; she was one of the first Pilipinx students 
to become involved with AAPA and the TWLF. She was also an active member of the KDP (Katipunan ng 
Demokratikong Pilipino, or Union of Democratic Filipinos), a radical democratic Pilipinx organizing group. 
After graduating from Berkeley, Fabros earned her Master’s in Social Work and became an attorney; she would 
go on to continue organizing within Asian American and Pacific Islander issues and oversee mental health 
programs for underserved Asian Pacific Islanders in Los Angeles County. (Source)

Stan Kadani: 
Stan Kadani is an AAPA member. While not much information is known publicly about Kadani, he is pic-
tured in several iconic photographs from the strike: a photo of him walking in a demonstration with Charles 
Brown, Ysidro Macias, and LaNada War Jack down Bancroft Way in a display of the unprecedented racial sol-
idarity fostered through the TWLF, and another of his arrest by police during a demonstration (Source 1, 2).

Manuel Delgado: 
Manuel (Manny) Delgado is a MASC and TWLF leader. Raised in the barrio in San Bernardino, California, 
he dropped out of high school at 16 but later attended community college and transferred to UC Berkeley 
in 1968 to study political science. Delgado co-founded MASC alongside Ysidro Macias and began organiz-
ing Chicanx students, namely around protesting UC Berkeley’s purchase of grapes amidst the Delano Grape 
Boycott called by Cesar Chavez, and later for the TWLF strike. Delgado and Macias were notable targets of 
police violence and beatings. After the strike, Delgado founded Frente de Liberation, a Chicanx youth radical 
organizing group in Berkeley and Oakland, and went on to become a lawyer, author, and scholar. (Source)

Ysidro Macias: 
Ysidro Macias is a MASC and TWLF leader. Macias co-founded MASC alongside Manuel Delgado and was 
one of the most prominent strike leaders; as a result, he and Delgado were targeted by police violence and ar-
rest. After the strike, Macias would go on to become a scholar and author specializing in Chicanx philosophy 
and spirituality, including writing an autobiography connecting his own experience in the Chicanx Movement 
with Indigenous Mexican belief systems. (Source)

Clementina Duron: 
Clementina Duron is a MASC member. Raised in Salinas, California, she was recruited to join MASC by 
Ysidro Macias just prior to the strike and became a “foot soldier” for the TWLF. Duron also lived in one of 
the co-operative houses on the Northside of campus and provided updates to co-op residents on the strike. 
After graduating from Berkeley, she went on to receive a Master’s in Education from Stanford and Harvard 
University and became a teacher and principal in schools throughout the Bay Area. (Source)

http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/ucldc-nuxeo-ref-media/4b163c9e-1934-4a2f-8c9c-af13acb702e3
https://www.lib.berkeley.edu/about/news/TWLF-50
https://calisphere.org/item/ab1109f1-f24a-48bb-bbc0-d2a9ccd1617e/
https://localwiki.org/oakland/Manuel_Ruben_Delgado
https://faculty.ucmerced.edu/mmartin-rodriguez/index_files/vhMaciasYsidro.htm
https://jacquelynserrano.wixsite.com/150wethnicstudies/post/behind-the-scenes-of-the-latest-financial-forum
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Estella Quintanilla:
 Estella Quintanilla is a MASC member. Raised in Brentwood, California, she was introduced to political 
activism at a young age through her father, who organized for the United Farm Workers; once arriving at 
Berkeley, and especially after realizing how few Chicanx students there were on campus, she sought to become 
involved with organizing on campus and joined MASC. During the strike, she supported office and admin-
istrative responsibilities for MASC and marched in pickets on campus. After graduating from Berkeley, she 
completed a Master’s in Education and went on to become a teacher and administrator, focusing on educa-
tional equity. (Source)

Maria Ramirez: 
Maria Ramirez is a MASC member. She attended Chabot College and was involved with efforts by the 
Chicano Student Union there to offer relevant studies to students of color (similar to the TWLF) and farm-
worker organizing. Ramirez moved to Berkeley and was welcomed into MASC as a community member even 
before transferring as a student, and was involved with efforts such as the TWLF, anti-war organizing, prisoner 
support, and Chicanx youth organizing. She became especially involved with feminist anti-war movements 
resisting war and American imperialism in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. After graduating from Berkeley, she 
continued to be involved with Black, brown, and Indigenous movements in the Bay Area, became a commu-
nity college counselor, and traveled around the world as a performer and storyteller. (Source)

Lea Ybarra: 
Lea Ybarra is a MASC member. Growing up in a farmworker family, she was raised in Fresno, California. She 
attended Fresno State College and transferred to Berkeley in 1968, where she studied sociology. During the 
strike, she planned and participated in meetings, demonstrations, and boycotts on campus; simultaneously, 
she organized to counsel Chicano youth about their rights to defer mandatory military service and split her 
time between Berkeley and Fresno to organize with United Farm Workers. After earning her Bachelor’s degree, 
Ybarra remained at Berkeley to complete a Master’s and PhD in Sociology (becoming one of the two first 
Chicana students to enter the Sociology PhD program at Berkeley). She returned to California State Univer-
sity Fresno as a faculty member in La Raza Studies and helped develop a Department of Chicano and Latin 
American Studies there. Today, she is an Associate Dean at Johns Hopkins University. (Source)

Malaquias Montoya: 
Malaquias Montoya is a MASC member. Montoya was raised in a farmworker family in the San Joaquin Val-
ley, California. At Berkeley, Montoya’s most notable contributions to MASC efforts were through his art, as 
he designed posters and leaflets for MASC. In 1968, he founded the Mexican American Liberation Art Front 
(MALAF), a collective of Mexican American artists engaging in protest art. Since graduating from Berkeley, 
Montoya has become internationally recognized for his art of protest, using art as a medium to depict and 
support those resisting injustice. He has taught at UC Berkeley and Stanford University, has directed a variety 
of community workshops and initiatives, and is currently a professor of Art and Chicanx Studies at UC Davis. 
(Source 1, 2)

https://jacquelynserrano.wixsite.com/150wethnicstudies/post/join-us-for-a-live-feed-of-the-weekly-news-conference
https://jacquelynserrano.wixsite.com/150wethnicstudies/post/maria-elena-ramirez
https://jacquelynserrano.wixsite.com/150wethnicstudies/post/lea-ybarra
https://www.malaquiasmontoya.com/malaquias-montoya-about.html
https://localwiki.org/oakland/Malaquias_Montoya
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Charles Brown: 
Charles (Charlie) Brown is an AASU and TWLF leader. Brown is the current President of the AASU during 
the strike and initiated coalition-building with AAPA and MASC to form a united front. After the strike, he 
went on to help oversee The Rainbow Sign, a performance venue, cafe, and center for Black organizing and 
culture in Berkeley, and was a political organizer and entrepreneur. (Source 1, 2)

Charles Jackson: 
Charles Jackson is an AASU member and spokesperson for the TWLF. Jackson spoke out against the negoti-
ating tactics and stalling of the university, as well as the TWLF’s commitment to defend themselves and their 
picket line if necessary. He was one of several TWLF strikers arrested alongside Richard Aoki and Manuel 
Delgado on February 18, the same day that Jim Nabors was beaten by police (Source 1, 2).

John Turner: 
John Turner is an AASU member and its Chairman of Communications. Turner called on students to move 
beyond rhetoric to “shut down this university bodily.” In the summer of 1969, Turner helped form the Com-
mittee on Liberation or Death (COLD) to continue organizing for Third World revolution after the TWLF 
strike’s conclusion. (Source 1, 2, 3)

Oliver Jones: 
Oliver Jones is an AASU leader. Jones was raised in Oakland and initially attended Merritt College before 
being recruited to transfer to Berkeley in 1967. He was one of the founders of the AASU and was also in-
volved with draft evader/conscientious objector advocacy, as he personally navigated the process while being 
called for the draft during his time at Berkeley. After his undergraduate years at Berkeley, he remained there to 
complete his law degree and became a lawyer, engaging in successful litigation against police departments in 
the Bay Area and environmental lawsuits against large corporations such as Chevron. (Source)

Don Davis: 
Don Davis is an AASU and TWLF leader and participated in the central negotiating committee with the 
administration during the strike. Davis called on students who felt as though the strike did not affect them to 
recognize their role in the historical moment and begin participating, saying that they were sitting on a “keg 
of dynamite.” (Source 1, 2)

Cordell Abercrombie: 
Cordell Abercrombie is an AASU member. Abercrombie was a strike captain and chant leader and played a 
very major and visible role in organizing the picket line. Early on in the strike, while the TWLF was still fo-
cused on informational pickets, he was arrested without being charged or read his rights, and allegedly beaten 
and held in Sproul Hall by police officers. (Source)

https://blackbirdpressnews.blogspot.com/2019/01/bay-area-says-goodbye-charles-brown-uc.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=5SxQEE17m80C&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq=charles+brown+AASU+berkeley&source=bl&ots=fMkHpm5IWy&sig=ACfU3U26roX5-Nx7GDoO-FeH1jWCcmpofw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiG65n8i96AAxVifTABHW8dAJg4ChDoAXoECAIQAw#v=onepage&q=charles%20brown%20AASU%20berkeley&f=false
https://revolution.berkeley.edu/assets/TWLF.Barb_.1.24.69.p.3.StrikeOn.reduced.pdf
https://books.google.com/books?id=-HBnjZdNB0cC&pg=PA367&lpg=PA367&dq=charles+brown+AASU+berkeley&source=bl&ots=D4r0qFc_Ej&sig=ACfU3U3GsGXCrgmZNy_24u1Prz-G0NnXpA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiG65n8i96AAxVifTABHW8dAJg4ChDoAXoECAMQAw#v=onepage&q=charles%20brown%20AASU%20berkeley&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=QFFKAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA5111&lpg=PA5111&dq=charles+brown+AASU+berkeley&source=bl&ots=NBNtuvKcCH&sig=ACfU3U3_A9jIf2SGGOEE1aQ2u04eCLzeJQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiG65n8i96AAxVifTABHW8dAJg4ChDoAXoECAQQAw#v=onepage&q=charles%20brown%20AASU%20berkeley&f=false
https://revolution.berkeley.edu/assets/TWLF.Barb_.1.24.69.p.3.StrikeOn.reduced.pdf
https://revolution.berkeley.edu/assets/TWLF.Barb_.10.10.69.p5.reduced.pdf
https://ethnicstudies.berkeley.edu/the-1969-strike-at-uc-berkeley-was-just-the-beginning-of-oliver-jones-s-battles/
https://go.gale.com/ps/i.do?p=AONE&u=nysl_oweb&id=GALE%7CA619214404&v=2.1&it=r&sid=googleScholar&asid=0c5b5b30
https://revolution.berkeley.edu/assets/TWLF.Barb_.10.10.69.p5.reduced.pdf
https://www.asiabookcenter.com/store/p2376/Power_of_the_People_Won%27t_Stop%3A_Legacy_of_the_TWLF_at_UC_Berkeley.html
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Jim Nabors: 
Jim Nabors is an AASU leader. Nabors was older than most of the students participating in the strike, at 
about 28 years old; prior to coming to Berkeley in 1967 to study political science, he attended Pasadena City 
College and started a Pasadena Free Speech Movement there. Nabors was known to be on the more “militant” 
and “radical” end of the strikers. From the 1967-1968 year, he was the president of the AASU and later served 
as the Vice Chairman. Nabors was also a target of police violence and beating during the strike (Source 1, 2)

LaNada War Jack: 
LaNada War Jack is a NASU and TWLF leader. A member of the Shoshone Bannock Tribes, she grew up 
on the reservation in Fort Hall, Idaho. After moving to the Mission District of San Francisco in 1965 and 
becoming involved with local Native American organizations, in January 1968, she entered UC Berkeley 
through EOP, becoming the first Native American student to attend. She helped recruit other Native Amer-
ican students and formed the NASU, in addition to being a mother to two children. War Jack was recruited 
by MASC to join the strike. Her commitment to the strike was in large part driven by her desire to preserve 
Native American cultural identity and survival amidst the forces she observed at play in the mainstream Amer-
ican education system. After the strike and completing her degree in Native American Law & Politics, War 
Jack went on to become an independent scholar and participate in and lead other Indigenous movements, 
such as the student occupation of Alcatraz Island in 1969 and opposing the Dakota Access oil pipeline at 
Standing Rock in North Dakota in 2016. (Source)

Lehman Brightman: 
Lehman Brightman is a NASU member. A Sioux and Creek Indian raised in Oklahoma and on the Cheyenne 
River Sioux Reservation in South Dakota, his upbringing experiencing injustice and poverty deeply informed 
his perspective and work. After playing professional football in Canada and serving in the Marines, he earned 
his bachelor’s degree at the University of Oklahoma and came to UC Berkeley for a master’s degree. After the 
strike, Brightman directed and coordinated the Native American Studies Program while completing his PhD. 
He later became a professor and participated in other Indigenous activism such as the occupation of Alcatraz 
Island in 1969, the takeover of Mount Rushmore in 1970, and investigations into abuses at Indian boarding 
schools and reservation hospitals. (Source)

Patty LaPlant: 
Patty LaPlant is a NASU member. A member of the Blackfeet Nation in Montana, she came to UC Berkeley 
to study Social Welfare in 1967. After the strike, she went on to become an expert on intellectual property 
rights with regards to Indigenous people, the need to incorporate tribal perspectives into history, and trauma 
and wellness for Native American children (Source 1, 2).

https://books.google.com/books?id=QFFKAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA5111&lpg=PA5111&dq=charles+brown+AASU+berkeley&source=bl&ots=NBNtuvKcCH&sig=ACfU3U3_A9jIf2SGGOEE1aQ2u04eCLzeJQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiG65n8i96AAxVifTABHW8dAJg4ChDoAXoECAQQAw#v=onepage&q=charles%20brown%20AASU%20berkeley&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=-HBnjZdNB0cC&pg=PA367&lpg=PA367&dq=charles+brown+AASU+berkeley&source=bl&ots=D4r0qFc_Ej&sig=ACfU3U3GsGXCrgmZNy_24u1Prz-G0NnXpA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiG65n8i96AAxVifTABHW8dAJg4ChDoAXoECAMQAw#v=onepage&q=charles%20brown%20AASU%20berkeley&f=false
https://go.gale.com/ps/i.do?p=AONE&u=nysl_oweb&id=GALE%7CA619214404&v=2.1&it=r&sid=googleScholar&asid=0c5b5b30
https://www.lakotatimes.com/articles/lehman-l-brightman/
https://montanatribes.org/patty-laplant/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/patty-laplant-82b6356/
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